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"With quivering, emotive vocals building slowly to an angelic climax, the track is carried by a soundscape of soft, sullen acoustics and rich bed of
keyboards, while poetic song writing ties the transportive tale that’s simultaneously intimate and expansive." – EARMILK

"...riveting... beautiful and evocative..." – Variance Magazine

"...poetic observations... poignant songcraft... with Sroka’s vocals gliding above the warm instrumentation. It all builds to a powerful emotive high
as the layers of guitar enlace with bursts of trumpets, bringing the track to a climactic finish." – Under the Radar

(March 10, 2023) - Today, Indie outfit Ten Kills the Pack releases Thank You For Trying, a concept album that
tells the story of ‘the artist’s journey’ in two acts. Frontman Sean Sroka holds up a magnifying glass to the very idea
of what it means to be an artist, with stories that mimic his own journey and experiences. It’s a bold new expression
from a poetic and nuanced artist that pushes the boundaries of what a singer-songwriter is or can be. Listen to
Thank You For Trying out now on all digital retailers (here).

https://tenkillsthepack.ffm.to/thankyoufortrying
https://nettwerk.box.com/s/u0xr63m6frl43t8wya1kakla3b4ca0i1
https://tenkillsthepack.ffm.to/thankyoufortrying


Sroka explains, "It is an album about the 'artist's journey', but the “Thank You for Trying” definitely stands as its own
statement for both artists and the appreciators. Overall, this was such an art first process. Aside from the real poetic
focuses of the songs or narrative labours, just sonically, it feels so fresh, alive, and organic. And I think that's
because of the balance we created between heavy analog studio captures mixed with small room but really honest
home recordings. We knew what we were aiming for, but always always made space for live chaos in the production
and musical performances, which I think really helps.

The album also incorporates all the subtle technical elements I love of almost secret time changes or flowing
modulations, gritty textured field recordings, and skits of ‘produced life’ that help create the albums unique shape.

Here's a piece from one of the interludes; 'It’s a narrative that’s so close to the bone for anyone who has ever had a
wish that the universe hasn’t granted yet. Anybody who’s wanted to be something different, something more, who’s
aspired to be an artist, who’s aspired to be loved, who’s aspired to feel normal, or who’s aspired to be understood.' I
feel like that resonates for me."

To celebrate the release, Ten Kills the Pack announces the Thank You For Trying Toronto Tour, a series of shows
in “secret spaces, and small places” across Toronto’s various neighborhoods. Find the full list of dates below and for
ticketing information visit https://tenkillsthepack.com/tour-dates/.

Listen & Share “Critics (Fifty Bucks)” Here:

ABOUT TEN KILLS THE PACK:
Canadian Sean Sroka is the kind of self-deprecating singer-songwriter that pens his fears in a way that blends a
punk rock ethos with the calm and kindness of folk. The frontman for indie outfit Ten Kills the Pack has become
known for his confessional-style lyricism that explores the rough edges of the human condition. Sroka approaches
his life as a musician with a raw passion and sincere attitude that stems from his DIY days cutting his teeth in the
music scene of his hometown Toronto or playing in his sludgy punk band around the city. His independence guided
the 2019 full-length Force Majeure that zeroed in on the hustle and bustle of city life, a solitary, self-described “guy
with guitar” effort recorded in apartments across Toronto. While follow-up Life, Death & Afterwards (2021),
expanded his scope to focus on the cerebral and philosophical.

Now, with a more direct and unvarnished backdrop, Sroka scales the next level, developing a pack of homegrown
demos into a symphonic whole colored by resonant harmonies, moonstruck keys, and gritty energy that juxtaposes
the pretty and intricate details. Ten Kills the Pack unveils the new album Thank You For Trying.

Segmented into two acts, Ten Kills the Pack presents a twelve-song narrative that unpacks the “artist’s journey,”
illustrating a message of hope while refusing to shy away from all the bumps and bruises felt along the way. Sroka
inhabits a narrator who tells stories that loosely mimic his own experiences. It’s a tactic that calls to mind some of
the greatest songwriters like Bob Dylan or Lou Reed, whose mystical musings often blur the lines between fact and
fiction. It’s these blurred edges that allow the songs to be so uncomfortably honest, devoted to loneliness, desire,
futility, failure, and every bit of hope in between. Thank You For Trying was produced by Sean Sroka alongside
Marcus Paquin (The Weather Station, Julia Jacklin, The National), who helped bring this vision to life.

https://tenkillsthepack.com/tour-dates/
https://youtu.be/IsaApNrHM0w
https://youtu.be/IsaApNrHM0w


Ten Kills the Pack Thank You For Trying Toronto Tour Dates:

Mar 24 – Leslieville
Mar 26 – Little Portugal

Mar 31 – Brockton Village
Apr 4 – Bellwoods

Apr 6 – Roncesvalles

**all addresses revealed with purchase | all shows in eve | limited capacity**

Ticketing and information: https://tenkillsthepack.com/tour-dates/

Download Album Artwork Here

Track list

01. Curbside Panic Attack
02. Still Up Late

03. Theo
04. Interlude: An Uncommon Commitment to Uncertainty

05. Love Wouldn’t Take Me Back
06. Interlude: Quiet Cars
07. Honestly, Fuck You

08. Impossibly Incredibly
09. Interlude: To Cut, Change, or Use

10. Lying in the Grass Thinking About Death
11. You’d Like to Believe

12. Paragraphs
13. Interlude: Morality Play

14. God, Love, Prescriptions, and Politics
15. Interlude: A Greenroom Painted Orange

16. Critics (Fifty Bucks) --] focus track
17. The Equivalent

18. End: Grand Finale (Record Full Band Unless Out of Money)
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